
 

The Golden Goddess Bottles 

The Golden Goddess Bottles are made up of 12 
bottles that contain coloured oils. They are 
numbered for easy reference and to help their order when working 
with the 12 Chakra System (that we will look at 
in more depth next month). 

Traditionally, in the West, we have been working 
with 7 chakras, although there are a number of 
different systems using chakras that exceed this 
number. 

I had been pointed towards a few new chakra 
energy centres over the last 18-24 months, 
which were showing up regularly for clients and 
myself whilst doing other body-energy work.  
I was then guided to recognise that these were 
specific energy centres that were needing to be 
addressed very specifically - in order to work 
with and clear the energies that have been 
stored within them and to clear our energetic 
pathways in order to enlighten our whole 
system. 

Once I had made this realisation I was led to the 
work of Thoth - the Egyptian, and to 
Melchezedick - who had also been writing and 
clarifying the energy centres that I had been intuited and directed 
towards in my work. 

This 12 Chakra system was then confirmed through other external 
sources - including the crop circle formations referenced in month 
1.
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The Golden Goddess Bottles 

Golden Goddess 1: 
Connecting to Mother Earth: “Tara” 
The  Primal Mother - from the Earth we are formed 
and to her we shall return. This bottle embodies 
our connection to the New Golden Earth - not only 
as our home, but as the very energy of our 
existence. For some of us this connection has been 
difficult, painful and disjointed. Throughout it all 
the energy of our Earth Mother always keep our 
bodies fulled, balanced and healthful. From this 
connection we receive every basic need - not only 
primal, but spiritual and emotional, for our bones 
are her bones, our life force is essentially 
connected to hers. It is here that we learn to trust 
and to ‘let go’ of our fears and become a part of 
the ‘flow’ of all life.  

Golden Goddess 2:  
Breath of Unity: “Eve” 
The Golden Ray of the Golden Earth sits fully 
above the Crystalline Consciousness. It heralds in 
the rise of the Divine Feminine Energy that will 
rise to assist our ascension.  
This bottle is here to assist the balance between 
the Divine Masculine and the Divine Feminine - 
which is an essential energy balance on our return 
to our essential and purified nature. It shows us 
the beauty and power of growth and knowledge 
that can be found within the experience of duality. 
It assists our learning and integration of past hurts 
that were built on separation and duality - and 
unites Heaven and Earth within the experience of 
our ‘breath’ within the moment. 
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Golden Goddess 3:  
Forgiving: “Mægen” 
The Golden Earth is to built upon non-violence - 
this must happen internally on an individual 
level, before it can happen anywhere, or with 
anything else. The balance of pink and blue (M 
& F) held in violet requires an accounting of our 
inner turmoil in relation to our past female 
lineage and the sins and pains of our mothers. 
The creation and assimilation of our female DNA 
is held in the violet that promises a re-balance 
of  the masculine and feminine, but also holds 
the sorrow of loss and death. Cycles and re-
creation; here we become empowered to 
change what we create, to address those losses 
with love and peace (pink and blue) and allow 
the Golden Earth to assist us in our process of 

‘for-giveness’! i.e:“thank you for-giving me…” 
For this was only ever possible through our human experience! 

  
      

Golden Goddess 4:  
Surrender: “Joy” 
This bottle embodies ‘joy’ through surrender - 
embracing the nature of the flowing self that 
connects us to the balanced nature of all. 
The Golden Earth is very empowered in this 
combination and becomes a key aspect in 
supporting our surrender and the means by 
which we are directed or guided - the idea that 
we are surrendering to God embraces God as 
the balance of our masculine and feminine 
divine energy principles: a power-source that is 
supporting us from beneath our feet and 
through our biology from our newly empowered 
female energy. “To feel the Earth's power in 

your bones and use it for the greater good, is 

to know the Earth's ecstasy as yours.” - 

Shamanu: Earth Wisdom / Shamanism 
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Golden Goddess 5:  
Mastering Time & Space: “Kali” 
This bottle is overseen by some heavy weight 
light beings! Metatron, Archangel Michael, Xi 
Wangmu & Kali amongst them.  
This is where we begin to travel into higher 
realms of possibility, and open up possibilities 
that we had never before dreamed possible. 
This is where we begin to empower and execute 
change in our DNA that will echo through the 
line of our progeny and literally change the 
fabric of time.  
This bottle holds the energy that moves through 
the karmic bonds that permeate our blood-lines 
and begins to assist change in our genealogy. 

We can do this through consciously clearing our 
‘stuff’, or by initiating our light bodies and trusting in the process of change 
that has already occurred for us and within us. Here you become your own 
Angel - and the Angel of all… 
  

Golden Goddess 6: 
Unattached Love: “Mother Mary” 
The encompassing energy of unadulterated 
love. This is the highest form of love. It is the 
love of all beings and all things that is 
embodied in gratitude and thanksgiving. It is 
the love that connects us to everything we 
see around us as vibrating within that energy 
of love. It is an outward movement of that 
energy - that recogn i ses the same 
fundamental creative energy expression moves 

through all forms. The form is not the creator of that love, but an open vessel 
that allows it to flow through them - it is the connection to that flow of love 
through all that unites us. No one thing or person can ‘capture’ this, but we 
all know it and recognise it - we all yearn for it if we feel it is ‘lacking’ within 
us. When we no longer have a lack within us, we can love bigger and fuller!
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Go lden Goddes s 7 : 
Service to one & all: “Quan Yin” 
Compassion is key here - compassion for self is 
the under-pin of all. When we do not love 
ourselves fully, we can never fully love another. 
This energy is particularly directed inwards - it 
is the love that searches to return to itself, and 
is different to that love which moves outwards 
to search out the other. It has a deep, tender 
inner nature and can not return to source (of 
self) if there is any anger, aggression, or hatred 
towards self.  
The Golden Earth & the Sacred heart are co-
creators in this bottle. Allowing the New Golden 
Earth energy to enter into our Higher Heart 
Centre will assist this healing 

Golden Goddess 8 : 
Divine Echo: “Saraswati” 
The Golden Chant is a Sounding Practice that 
focuses on sounding our primordial and personal 
sound vibration. As we practice this sounding 
chant we connect with our own true voice and 
allow our self to receive a balanced input of 
both feminine and masculine energy. Sounding 
these out allows us to continue to give and 
receive this flow of energy. Our creativity and 
flow of ideas is given space and breath in which 
to be expressed and explored. This flow of 
balanced energy allows us to be truly 
connected to inspiration born of free movement 
and thought without fear which in turn connect 
us to a deeper universal truth as well as 
expressing our own truth: as both become one 

and the same. 
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Golden Goddess 9: 
Inner River: “Isis” 
Intuition rather then instinct is the higher 
form of this bottle. Every scent and whisper 
within the Earth holds a secret or inner 
message, which we are innately designed to 
connect with and to understand. This is 
understanding without thought or reason - it 
is a deep and essential connection to all that 
is which will ground us in a profound sense of 
being one with everything around us. We can 
rest assured that we can assess identity, 
purpose, truth, safety, and our innate 
connection to all other beings and places 
when we connect with this bottle.  
This connects directly into our limbic system 
and our emotional body to inform our cells at 

the deepest level. 

  

Golden Goddess 10:  
The Christess: “Magdelena” 
The Esoteric Wisdom schools and Wisdom 
keepers are all accessible within this energy. 
It holds our connection to sacred knowledge, 
teachers and texts throughout the ages.  
What is in front of me moves backwards, and 
what is behind me moves forwards. Here we 
can direct our awareness and our focus to 
create our vision. It is essential we recognise 
a flow of forward and backward motion 
through this centre, and learn to place 
ourselves fully in the centre of it, within the 
now - and become what Eckhart Toll calls the 
‘observer’. It provides space, place and 
context of the greater picture. This is where 
we ‘play’ with the Gods & Goddesses! 
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Golden Goddess 11:: 
Harmonia: “Durga” 
Here is where the divine 
feminine rises up to meet the divine masculine 
in a euphoric embrace, it is where they 
embrace one another within the highest sphere 
of existence within the Earth plane. The Golden 
Earth is underpinning every possibility of 
manifestation and creation through unification 
with the masculine energy principle. It is what 
allows the energy of action place and purpose 
here and now. 
The perfect balance of masculine (blue) and 
feminine (red) sits in the top of this bottle, 
completely supported by the golden Earth. 
Stillness and a return to the Earths embrace are 
embodied here - there is a higher purpose, 
which is to balance and unify all energy flow in 

the perfect balance of duality and the masculine 
and feminine experience upon Earth - it is the ultimate step that will take us 
to “Unity Consciousness”… 

Golden Goddess 12: 
Unity Consciousness: “Shekhina” 
When we achieve this place, we have moved 
through every possibility and form of expression 
of our energy here on Earth, we are completely 
in flow and maintaining a balanced  active and 
passive energy flow. We are always placed in 
the Now with a complete awareness that we 
equally sit in our power and authority within 
other realms of potential and actuality across 
all of time and space. 
Peace, Love and Joy are the ultimate gifts of 
this placement and ascension is our choice. Will 
we move on or remain to assist the energy 
vibration of those following our path? For those 
who chose to remain in the higher vibration of 
the New Golden Earth, we get to experience 
everything we were promised the New Earth 

would be: pure bliss…
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Creator of the 12 Strand DNA Course & Bottles 
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